In this paper, we consider the channel allocation problem for throughput maximization in cognitive radio networks with hardware-constrained secondary users. Specifically, we assume that secondary users (SUs) exploit spectrum holes on a set of channels where each SU can use at most one available channel for communication. We present the optimal brute-force search algorithm and its complexity for this non-linear integer optimization problem. Since the optimal solution has exponential complexity with the numbers of channels and SUs, we develop two low-complexity channel assignment algorithms that can efficiently utilize spectrum opportunities on these channels. In the first algorithm, SUs are assigned distinct sets of channels. We show that this algorithm achieves the maximum throughput limit if the number of channels is sufficiently large. In addition, we propose an overlapping channel assignment algorithm, that can improve the throughput performance compared to the nonoverlapping channel assignment counterpart. In addition, we design a distributed MAC protocol for access contention resolution and integrate it into the overlapping channel assignment algorithm. We also analyze the saturation throughput and the complexity of the proposed channel assignment algorithms. Moreover, we have presented several potential extensions including greedy channel assignment algorithms under max-min fairness criterion and throughput analysis considering sensing errors. Finally, numerical results are presented to validate the developed theoretical results and illustrate the performance gains due to the proposed channel assignment algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging broadband wireless applications have been demanding unprecedented increase in radio spectrum resources. As a result, we have been facing a serious spectrum shortage problem. However, several recent measurements reveal very low spectrum utilization in most useful frequency bands [1] . Cognitive radio technology is a promising technology that can fundamentally improve the spectrum utilization of licensed frequency bands through secondary spectrum access. However, transmissions from primary users (PUs) should be satisfactorily protected from secondary spectrum access due to their strictly higher access priority.
Protection of primary communications can be achieved through interference avoidance or interference control approach (i.e., spectrum overlay or spectrum underlay) [1] . For the interference control approach, transmission powers of SUs should be carefully controlled so that the aggregated interference they create at primary receivers does not severely affect ongoing primary communications [2] . In most practical scenarios where direct coordination between PUs and SUs is not possible and/or if distributed communications strategies are desired, it would be very difficult to maintain these interference constraints. The interference avoidance approach instead protects primary transmissions by requiring SUs to perform spectrum sensing to discover spectrum holes over which they can transmit data [3] , [4] . This paper focuses on developing efficient channel assignment algorithms for a cognitive radio network with hardware-constrained secondary nodes using the interference avoidance spectrum sharing approach.
In particular, we consider the scenario where each SU can exploit at most one available channel for communications. This can be the case if SUs are equipped with only one radio employing a narrow-band RF front end [5] . In addition, it is assumed that white spaces are so dynamic that it is not affordable for each SU to sense all channels to discover available ones and/or to exchange sensing results with one another. Under this setting, we are interested in determining a set of channels allocated to each SU in advance so that maximum network throughput can be achieved in a distributed manner. To the best of our knowledge, this important problem has not been considered before. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
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• We formulate the channel assignment problem for throughput maximization as an integer optimization problem. We then derive user and total network throughput for the case SUs are assigned distinct sets of channels. We present the optimal brute-force search algorithm and analyze its complexity. • We develop two greedy non-overlapping and overlapping channel assignment algorithms to solve the underlying NP-hard problem. We prove that the proposed non-overlapping channel assignment algorithm achieves the maximum throughput as the number of channels is sufficiently large. For the overlapping channel assignment algorithm, we design a MAC protocol for access contention resolution and we integrate the MAC protocol overhead analysis into the channel assignment algorithm.
• We analyze the saturation throughput and complexity of the proposed channel assignment algorithms.
Moreover, we investigate the impact of contention collisions on the developed throughput analytical framework.
• We show how to extend the proposed channel assignment algorithms when max-min fairness is considered. We also extend the throughput analytical model to consider sensing errors and propose an alternative MAC protocol that can relieve congestion on the control channel. • We demonstrate through numerical studies the interactions among various MAC protocol parameters and suggest its configuration. We show that the overlapping channel assignment algorithm can achieve noticeable network throughput improvement compared to the non-overlapping counterpart.
In addition, we present the throughput gains due to both proposed channel assignment algorithms compared to the round-robin algorithms, which do not exploit the heterogeneity in the channel availability probabilities. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss important related works on spectrum sharing algorithms and MAC protocols. Section III describes the system model and problem formulation. We present the non-overlapping channel assignment algorithm and describe its performance in Section IV. The overlapping channel assignment and the corresponding MAC protocol are developed in Section V. Performance analysis of the overlapping channel assignment algorithm and the MAC protocol is presented in Section VI. Several potential extensions are discussed in Section VII. Section VIII demonstrates numerical results followed by concluding remarks in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORKS Developing efficient spectrum sensing and access mechanisms for cognitive radio networks has been a very active research topic in the last several years [3] , [6] - [19] . A great survey of recent works on MAC protocol design and analysis is given in [6] . In [3] , it was shown that by optimizing the sensing time, a significant throughput gain can be achieved for a SU. In [7] , we extended the result in [3] to the multi-user setting where we design, analyze, and optimize a MAC protocol to achieve optimal tradeoff between sensing time and contention overhead. In fact, we assumed that each SU can use all available channels simultaneously in [7] . Therefore, the channel assignment problem and the exploitation of multiuser diversity do not exist in this setting, which is the topic of our current paper. Another related effort along this line was conducted in [8] where sensing-period optimization and optimal channel-sequencing algorithms were proposed to efficiently discover spectrum holes and to minimize the exploration delay.
In [9] , a control-channel-based MAC protocol was proposed for secondary users to exploit white spaces in the cognitive ad hoc network setting. In particular, the authors of this paper developed both random and negotiation-based spectrum sensing schemes and performed throughput analysis for both saturation and non-saturation scenarios. There exists several other synchronous cognitive MAC protocols, which rely on a control channel for spectrum negotiation and access including those in [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . A synchronous MAC protocols without using a control channel was proposed and studied in [15] . In [16] , a MAC layer framework was developed to dynamically reconfigure MAC and physical layer protocols. Here, by monitoring current network metrics the proposed framework can achieve great performance by selecting the best MAC protocol and its corresponding configuration.
In [17] , a power-controlled MAC protocol was developed to efficiently exploit spectrum access opportunities while satisfactorily protecting PUs by respecting interference constraints. Another power control framework was described in [18] , which aims to meet the rate requirements of SUs and interference constraints of PUs. A novel clustering algorithm was devised in [19] for network formation, topology control, and exploitation of spectrum holes in a cognitive mesh network. It was shown that the proposed clustering mechanism can efficiently adapt to the changes in the network and radio transmission environment.
Optimal sensing and access design for cognitive radio networks were designed by using optimal stopping theory in [21] . In [22] , a multi-channel MAC protocol was proposed taking into account the distance among users so that the white spaces can be efficiently exploited while satisfactorily protecting PUs. Different power and spectrum allocation algorithms were devised to maximize the secondary network throughput in [23] , [24] , [25] . Optimization of spectrum sensing and access in which either cellular or TV bands can be employed was performed in [26] .
In [27] , cooperative sequential spectrum sensing and packet scheduling were designed for cognitive radios which are equipped with multiple spectrum sensors. Energy-efficient MAC protocol was proposed for cognitive radio networks in [28] . Spectrum sensing, access, and power control algorithms were developed considering QoS protection for PUs and QoS provisioning for SUs in [29] , [30] . Finally, a channel hopping based MAC protocol was proposed in [31] for cognitive radio networks to alleviate the congestion problem in the fixed control channel design. All these existing works, however, did not consider the scenario where cognitive radios have hardware constraints which allows them to access at most one channel at any time. Moreover, exploiting the multichannel diversity through efficient channel assignment is very critical to optimize the throughput performance of the secondary network for this problem. We will investigate this problem considering its unique design issues in this paper.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. System Model
We consider a collocated cognitive radio network in which M SUs exploit spectrum opportunities in N channels. We assume that any SU can hear the transmissions of other SUs. In addition, each SU can use at most one channel for its data transmission. In addition, time is divided fixed-size cycle where SUs perform sensing on assigned channels at the beginning of each cycle to explore available channels for communications. We assume that perfect sensing can be achieved with no sensing error. Extension to the imperfect spectrum sensing will be discussed in Section VII.B. It is assumed that SUs transmit at a constant rate with the normalized value of one.
B. Problem Formulation
We are interested in performing channel assignment to maximize the system throughput. Let T i denote the throughput achieved by SU i. Let x ij describe the channel assignment decision where x ij = 1 if channel j is assigned to SU i and x ij = 0, otherwise. The throughput maximization problem can be formally written as follows:
For non-overlapping channel assignments, we have following constraints
We can derive the throughput achieved by SU i for non-overlapping channel assignment as follows. Let S i be the set of channels solely assigned to SU i. Let p ij be the probability that channel j is available at SU i. For simplicity, we assume that p ij are independent from one another. This assumption holds when each SU impacts different set of PUs on each channel. This can indeed be the case because spectrum holes depend on space. Note, however, that this assumption can be relaxed if the dependence structure of these probabilities is available. Under this assumption, T i can be calculated as
where p ij = 1 − p ij is the probability that channel j is not available for SU i. In fact, 1 − j∈S i p ij is the probability that there is at least one channel available for SU i. Because each SU can use at most one available channel, its maximum throughput is 1. In the overlapping channel assignment scheme, constraints in (2) are not needed. From this calculation, it can be observed that the optimization problem (26)- (2) is a non-linear integer program, which is a NP-hard problem (interest readers can refer to Part VIII of reference [35] for detailed treatment of this hardness result).
C. Optimal Algorithm and Its Complexity
Due to the non-linear and combinatorial structure of the formulated channel assignment problem, it would be impossible to explicitly determine its optimal closed form solution. However, we can employ the brute-force search (i.e., exhaustive search) to determine the best channel assignment that results in the maximum total throughput. Specifically, we can enumerate all possible channel assignment solutions then determine the best one by comparing their achieved throughput. This solution method requires a throughput analytical model that calculates the throughput for any particular channel assignment solution. We will develop such a model in Section VI-A of this paper.
We now quantify the complexity of the optimal brute-force search algorithm, which is involved in determining all potential channel assignments. Let us consider SU i (i.e., i ∈ {1, . . . , M}). Suppose we assign it k channels where k ∈ {1, . . . , N}). Then, there are C k N ways to do so. Since k can take any values in k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the total number of ways to assign channels to SU i is
Hence, the total number of ways to assign channels to all SUs is 2 N M = 2 N M . Recall that we need to calculate the throughputs achieved by M SUs for each potential assignment to determine the best one. Therefore, the complexity of the optimal brute-force search algorithm is O(2 N M ). Given the exponentially large complexity required to find the optimal channel assignment solution, we will develop sub-optimal and low-complexity channel assignment algorithms in the following sections. In particular, we consider two different channel assignment schemes. In the first scheme, SUs are assigned distinct sets of channels. This channel assignment scheme simplifies the spectrum sharing design because SUs do not compete for the same available channels. However, it overlooks the potential diversity gain of the spectrum sharing problem. In the second scheme, we allow SUs to sense and operate on overlapping channels. When one particular channel is exploited by several secondary users, it is assumed that a MAC protocol is employed to resolve the channel contention.
IV. NON-OVERLAPPING CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
We develop a low-complexity algorithm for non-overlapping channel assignment in this section. Recall that S i is the set of channels solely assigned for SU i (i.e., S i ∩ S j = ∅, i = j). The greedy channel assignment algorithm iteratively allocates channels to SUs that achieves the maximum increase in the throughput. Detailed description of the proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In each channel allocation iteration, each SU i calculates its increase in throughput if the best available channel (i.e., channel j * i = arg max j∈Sa p ij ) is allocated. This increase in throughput can be calculated as follows:
It can be observed from (4) that ∆T i will quickly decrease over allocation iterations because
tends to zero as the set S i is expanded. We have the following property for the resulting channel assignment due to Algorithm 1. Proposition 1: If we have N >> M, then the throughput achieved by any SU i due to Algorithm 1 is very close to the maximum value of 1. Proof: This proposition can be proved by showing that if the number of channels is much larger than the number of SUs (i.e., N >> M) then each SU will be assigned a large number of channels. Recall that Algorithm 1 assigns channels to a particular SU i based on the increase-in-throughput metric ∆T i . This property can be proved by observing that if a particular SU i has been assigned a large number of channels, its ∆T i is very close to zero. Therefore, other SUs who have been assigned a small number of channels will have a good chance to receive more channels. As a result, all SUs are assigned a large number of channels if N >> M. According to (3), throughput achieved by SU i will reach its maximum value of 1 if its number of assigned channels is sufficiently large. Hence, we have proved the proposition.
In practice, we do not need a very large number of channels to achieve the close-to-maximum throughput. In particular, if each channel is available for secondary spectrum access with probability at least 0.8 Algorithm 1 NON-OVERLAPPING CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 1: Initialize the set of available channels S a := {1, 2, . . . , N} and S i := ∅ for i = 1, 2, . . . , M 2: for i = 1 to M do 3: then the throughput achieved by a SU assigned three channels is not smaller than 1 − (1 − 0.8) 3 = 0.992, which is less than 1% below the maximum throughput. Note that after running Algorithm 1, we can establish the set of channels allocated to each SU, from which we calculate its throughput by using (3) . Then, the total throughput of the secondary network can be calculated by summing the throughputs of all SUs. When the number of channel is not sufficiently large, we can potentially improve the system throughput by allowing overlapping channel assignment. We develop such an overlapping channel assignment algorithm in the next section.
V. OVERLAPPING CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT Overlapping channel assignment can improve the network throughput by exploiting the multiuser diversity gain. In particular, a channel assigned to only one SU cannot be exploited if it is being used by a nearby primary user. However, if a particular channel is assigned to several SUs then it is more likely that it can be exploited by at least one SU. However, when several SUs attempt to access the same assigned channel, a MAC protocol is needed to resolve the access contention. This MAC protocol incurs overhead that offsets the throughput gain due to the multiuser diversity. Hence, a sophisticated channel assignment algorithm is needed to balance the protocol overhead and throughput gain.
A. MAC Protocol
Let S i be the set of channels solely assigned for SU i and S com i be the set of channels assigned for SU i and some other SUs. Let denote
, which is the set of all channels assigned to SU i. Assume that there is one control channel, which is always available and used for access contention resolution. We consider the following MAC protocol run by any particular SU i, which belongs the class of synchronized MAC protocol [20] . The MAC protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1 where synchronization and sensing phases are employed before the channel contention and transmission phase in each cycle. A synchronization message is exchanged among SUs during the synchronization phase to establish the same starting epoch of each cycle. After sensing the assigned channels in the sensing phase, each SU i proceeds as follows. If there is at least one channel in S i available, then SU i chooses one of these available channels randomly for communication. If this is not the case, SU i will choose one available channel in S com i randomly (if there is any channel in this set available). For brevity, we simply call users instead of SUs when there is no confusion. Then, it chooses a random backoff value which is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, W − 1] (i.e., W is the contention window) and starts decreasing its backoff counter while listening on the control channel.
If it overhears transmissions of RTS/CTS from any other users, it will freeze from decreasing its backoff counter until the control channel is free again. As soon as a user's backoff counter reaches zero, its transmitter transmits an RTS message containing a chosen channel to its receiver. If the receiver successfully receives the RTS, it will reply with CTS and user i starts its communication on the chosen channel for the remaining of the cycle. If the RTS/CTS message exchange fails due to collisions, the corresponding user will quit the contention and wait until the next cycle. In addition, by overhearing RTS/CTS messages of 
neighboring users, which convey information about the channels chosen for communications, other users compared these channels with their chosen ones.
Any user who has its chosen channel coincides with the overheard channels quits the contention and waits until the next cycle. Otherwise, it will continue to decrease its backoff counter before exchanging RTS/CTS messages. Note that the fundamental aspect that makes this MAC protocol different from that proposed in [7] is that in [7] we assumed each winning user can use all available channels for communications while at most one available channel can be exploited by hardware-constrained secondary users in the current paper. Therefore, the channel assignment problem does not exist for the setting considered in [7] .
An example of overlapping channel assignment for three users and six channels is illustrated in Table I . Here, channel assignments are indicated by "x" in this table. As can be seen, each set S i contains distinct channels while channels assigned to sets S com i may be shared by more than one users. For example, channel 5 (denoted as C5 in Table I ) is shared by user 2 and user 3 and channel 6 is shared by all three users in this assignment example. Remark 1: We focus on the saturation-buffer scenario in this paper. In practice, cognitive radios may experience dynamic packet arrivals which may result in empty buffers some time. Therefore, it is natural to allow only backlogged users to perform sensing and access available channels in any cycle. In addition, an efficient MAC protocol must allow users to fully utilize available channels during the data transmission phase. Since the data transmission phase is quite large compared to a typical packet size, we allow users to transmit several packets to completely fill the transmission phase in our MAC design. This can be realized by requiring that only users who have sufficient data at the beginning of any particular cycle can participate in the sensing and access contention processes. An alternative design would be to allow any backlogged secondary users to participate in this process even if they do not have sufficient data to completely fill the data transmission phase. These under-backlogged users can inform their neighbors by setting the network allocation vectors (NAVs) accordingly. Then we can allow other users to perform contention on the control channel during the data transmission phase to utilize under-utilized channels, which are detected by decoding the NAVs of their neighbors.
B. Overlapping Channel Assignment Algorithm
We develop an overlapping channel assignment algorithm that possesses two phases as follows. We run Algorithm 1 to obtain the non-overlapping channel assignment solution in the first phase. Then, we perform overlapping channel assignment by allocating channels that have been assigned to some users to other users in the second phase. The MAC protocol overhead typically increases when a larger number of users compete for the same channel. Therefore, to achieve the optimal tradeoff between overhead and the multiuser diversity gain, only small number of users should share any channel.
We devise a greedy overlapping channel assignment algorithm using the increase-of-throughput metric similar to that employed in Algorithm 1. However, calculation of this metric exactly turns out to be a complicated task. Hence, we employ an estimate of the increase-of-throughput, which is derived in the following to perform channel assignment assuming that the MAC protocol overhead is δ < 1. In fact, δ depends on the outcome of the channel assignment algorithm (i.e., sets of channels assigned to different users). We will show how to calculate δ and integrate it into this channel assignment algorithm later.
Consider a case where channel j is the common channel of users i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i MS . Here, MS is the number of users sharing this channel. We are interested in estimating the increase in throughput for a particular user i if channel j is assigned to this user. Indeed, this increase of throughput can be achieved because user i may be able to exploit channel j if this channel is not available or not used by other users i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i MS . To estimate the increase of throughput, in the remaining of this paper we are only interested in a practical scenario where all p ij are close to 1 (e.g., at least 0.8). This would be a reasonable assumption given several recent measurements reveal that spectrum utilization of useful frequency bands is very low (e.g., less that 15%). Under this assumption, we will show that the increase-of-throughput for user i can be estimated as
This estimation is obtained by listing all possible scenarios/events in which user i can exploit channel j to increase its throughput. Because the user throughput is bounded by 1, we only count events that occur with non-negligible probabilities. In particular, under the assumption that p ij are high (or p ij are small) we only count events whose probabilities have at most two such elements p ij in the product. In addition, we can determine the increase of throughput for user i by comparing its achievable throughput before and after channel j is assigned to it. It can be verified we have the following events for which the average increases of throughput are significant.
• Channel j is available for all users i and i q , q = 1, 2, . . . , MS except i k where k = 1, 2, . . . , MS.
In addition, all channels in S i are not available and there is at least one channel in S com i available for user i. User i can achieve a maximum average throughput of 1 − δ by exploiting channel j, while its minimum average throughput before being assigned channel i is at least (1 − δ)/MS (when user i needs to share the available channel in S com i with MS other users). The increase of throughput for this case is at most (1 − 1/MS)(1 − δ) and the upper-bound for the increase of throughput of user i is written in (5).
• Channel j is available for user i and all users i q , q = 1, 2, . . . , MS but each user i q uses other available channel in S iq for his/her transmission. Moreover, there is no channel in S tot i available. In this case, the increase of throughput for user i is 1 − δ and the average increase of throughput of user i is written in (6).
• Channel j is available for user i and all users i q , q = 1, 2, . . . , MS but each user i q uses other available channel in S iq for his/her transmission. Moreover, there is at least one channel in S com i available. In this case, the increase of throughput for user i is upper-bounded by (1 − 1/MS)(1 − δ) and the average increase of throughput of user i is written in (7). Detailed description of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. This algorithm has outer and inter loops where the outer loop increases the parameter h, which represents the maximum of users allowed to share any particular channel (i.e., MS in the above estimation of the increase of throughput) and the inner loop performs channel allocation for one particular value of h = MS. In each assignment iteration of the inner loop, we assign one "best" channel j to user i that achieves maximum ∆T h,est i (j). This assignment continues until the maximum ∆T h,est i (j) is less than a pre-determined number ǫ > 0. As will be clear in the throughput analysis developed later, it is beneficial to maintain at least one channel in each set S i . This is because the throughput contributed by channels in S i constitutes a significant fraction of the total throughput. Therefore, we will maintain this constraint when running Algorithm 2.
C. Calculation of Contention Window
We show how to calculate contention window W so that collision probabilities among contending secondary users are sufficiently small. In fact, there is a trade-off between collision probabilities and the average overhead of the MAC protocol, which depends on W . In particular, larger values of W reduce collision probabilities at the cost of higher protocol overhead and vice versa. Because there can be several collisions during the contention phase each of which occurs if two or more users randomly choose the same value of backoff time. In addition, the probability of the first collision is largest because the number of contending users decreases for successive potential collisions.
Let P c be the probability of the first collision. In the following, we determine contention window W by imposing a constraint P c ≤ ǫ P where ǫ P controls the collision probability and overhead tradeoff. Let us calculate P c as a function of W assuming that there are m secondary users in the contention phase. Without loss of generality, assume that the random backoff times of m users are ordered as r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ . . . ≤ r m . The conditional probability of the first collision if there are m users in the contention stage can be written as
Pr (j users collide)
where each term in the double-sum represents the probability that j users collide when they choose the same backoff value equal to i. Hence, the probability of the first collision can be calculated as
where
is given in (8) and Pr {m users contend} is the probability that m users join the contention phase. To compute P c , we now derive Pr {m users contend}. It can be verified that user i joins contention if all channels in S i are busy and there is at least one channel in S com i available. The probability of this event can be written as
The probability of the event that m users join the contention phase is
where Λ n is one particular set of m users, Λ M is the set of all M users ({1, 2, . . . , M}). Substitute the result in (11) into (9), we can calculate P c . Finally, we can determine W as
where for clarity we denote P c (W ), which is given in (9) as a function of W .
D. Calculation of MAC Protocol Overhead
Let r be the average value of the backoff value chosen by any SU. Then, we have r = (W − 1)/2 because the backoff counter value is uniformly chosen in the interval [0, W − 1]. As a result, average overhead can be calculated as follows:
where θ is the time corresponding to one backoff unit; t RTS , t CTS , t SIFS are the corresponding time of RTS, CTS and SIFS (i.e., short inter-frame space) messages; t SEN is the sensing time; t SYN is the transmission time of the synchronization message; and T cycle is the cycle time.
E. Update δ inside Algorithm 2
Because the overhead δ depends on the channel assignment outcome, which is not known when we are running Algorithm 2. Therefore, in each allocation step we update δ based on the current channel assignment outcome. Because δ does not change much in two consecutive allocation decisions, Algorithm 2 runs smoothly in practice.
F. Practical Implementation Issues
To perform channel assignment, we need to know p ij for all users and channels. Fortunately, we only need to perform estimation of p ij once these values change, which would be infrequent in practice. These estimation and channel assignment tasks can be performed by one secondary node or collaboratively performed by several of them. For example, for the secondary network supporting communications between M secondary users and a single secondary BS, the BS can take the responsibility of estimating p ij and performing channel assignment. Once the channel assignment solution has been determined and forwarded to all secondary users, each secondary user will perform spectrum sensing and run the underlying MAC protocol to access the spectrum in each cycle.
It is emphasized again that while sensing and MAC protocol are performed and run in every cycle, estimating of p ij and performing channel assignment (given these p ij ) are only performed if the values of p ij change, which should be infrequent. Therefore, it would be affordable to estimate p ij accurately by employing sufficiently long sensing time. This is because for most spectrum sensing schemes including an energy detection scheme, mis-detection and false alarm probabilities tend to zero when sensing time increases for a given sampling frequency [4] , [3] .
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS Suppose we have run Algorithm 2 and obtained the set of users U j associated with each allocated channel j. From this, we have the corresponding sets S i and S com i for each user i. Given this channel assignment outcome, we derive the throughput in the following assuming that there is no collision due to MAC protocol access contention. We will show that by appropriately choosing contention parameters for the MAC protocol, the throughput analysis under this assumption achieves accurate results.
A. Throughput Analysis
Because the total throughput is the sum of throughput of all users, it is sufficient to analyze the throughput of one particular user i. We will perform the throughput analysis by considering all possible sensing outcomes performed by the considered user i for its assigned channels. We will have the following cases, which correspond to different achievable throughput for the considered user.
• Case 1: If there is at least one channel in S i available, then user i will exploit this available channel and achieve the throughput of one. Here, we have
• Case 2: If no channel in S tot i is available for user i, then the achievable throughput of user i is zero. This scenario occurs with following probability
• Case 3: In this case, we consider scenarios where all channels in S i are not available; there is at least one channel in S com i available, and user i chooses the available channel j for transmission. Suppose that channel j is shared by MS j secondary users including user i (i.e., MS j = |U j |). There are four possible groups of users i k , k = 1, . . . , MS j sharing channel j, which are described in the following -Group I: channel j is available for user i k and user i k has at least 1 channel in S i k available.
-Group II: channel j is not available for user i k .
-
-Group IV: channel j is available for user i k , all channels in S i k are not available. In addition, user i k chooses channel j for transmission in the contention stage. Hence, user i k competes with user i for channel j. The throughput achieved by user i in this case can be written as
where -Θ i is the probability that all channels in S i are not available and user i chooses some available channel j in S com i
for transmission. -Φ 1 (A 1 ) denotes the probability that there are A 1 users belonging to Group I described above among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 2 (A 2 ) represents the probability that there are A 2 users belonging to Group II among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 3 (A 3 ) describes the probability that there are A 3 users belonging to Group III among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 4 (A 4 ) denotes the probability that there are A 4 = MS j − A 1 − A 2 − A 3 remaining users belonging to Group IV scaled by 1/(1 + A 4 ) where A 4 is the number of users excluding user i competing with user i for channel j. We now proceed to calculate these quantities. We have
where H i denotes the number of channels in S com i
. The first product term in (17) represents the probability that all channels in S i are not available for user i. The second term in (17) describes the probability that user i chooses an available channel j among B i available channels in S com i for transmission. Here, we consider all possible subsets of B i available channels and for one such particular case Ψ h i describes the corresponding set of B i available channels.
In (18), we consider all possible subsets of size A 1 belonging to Group I (there are C A 1 MS j such subsets). Each term inside the sum represents the probability for the corresponding event whose set of A 1 users is denoted by Ω (1) c 1 .
In (19), we capture the probability that channel j is not available for A 2 users in group II whose possible sets are denoted by Ω
c 2 .
For each term in (20) we consider different possible subsets of A 3 users, which are denoted by Ω
c 3 . Then, each term in (20) represents the probability that channel j is available for each user m 3 ∈ Ω 
The sensing outcomes captured in (22) and (23) are similar to those in (20) and (21) . However, given three sets of A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 users, the set Ω (4) can be determined whose size is |Ω (4) | = A 4 . Here, γ denotes cardinality of the set S com j,m 4 = S com m 4 \ {j}. Other sets are similar to those in (20) and (21) . However, all users in Ω (4) choose channel j for transmission in this case. Therefore, user i wins the contention with probability 1/(1 + A 4 ) and its achievable throughput is (1 − δ)/(1 + A 4 ). Summarizing all considered cases, the throughput achieved by user i is given as
In addition, the total throughput of the secondary network T is the sum of throughputs achieved by all secondary users.
B. Impacts of Contention Collision
We have presented the saturation throughput analysis assuming that there is no contention collision. Intuitively, if the MAC protocol is designed such that collision probability is sufficiently small then the impact of collision on the throughput performance would be negligible. For our MAC protocol, users perform contention resolution in Case 3 considered in the previous throughput analysis, which occurs with a small probability. Therefore, if the contention window in (12) is chosen for a sufficiently small ǫ P , then contention collisions would have negligible impacts on the network throughput. We state this intuitive result formally in the following proposition. Proposition 2: The throughput T derived in the previous sub-section has an error, which can be upperbounded as
where ǫ P is the target collision probability used to determine the contention window in (12).
Proof: As discussed above, contention collision can only occur in Case 3 of the previous throughput analysis. The probability covering all possible events for user i in this case is
In addition, the maximum average throughput that a particular user i can achieve is 1 − δ < 1 (as no other users contend with user i to exploit a chosen channel). In addition, if contention collision happens then user i will quit the contention and may experience a maximum average throughput loss of 1−δ compared to the ideal case with no contention collision. Also, collision probabilities of all potential collisions is bounded above by ǫ P . Therefore, the average error due to the proposed throughput analysis can be upper-bounded as in (25) . To illustrate the throughput error bound presented in this proposition, let us consider an example wherē p ij ≤ 0.2 and ǫ P ≤ 0.03. Because the sets S i returned by Algorithm 2 contain at least one channel, the throughput error can be bounded by M × 0.2 × 0.03 = 0.006M. In addition, the total throughput will be at least
8M if we only consider throughput contribution from Case 1.
Therefore, the relative throughput error can be upper-bounded by 0.006M/0.8M ≈ 0.75%, which is quite negligible. This example shows that the proposed throughput analytical model is very accurate in most practical settings.
C. Complexity Analysis
We analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in this subsection. Let us proceed by analyzing the steps taken in each iteration in Algorithm 1. To determine the best assignment for the first channel, we have to search over M SUs and N channels, which involves MN cases. Similarly, to assign the second channel, we need to perform searching over secondary users and N − 1 channels (one channel is already assigned in the first iteration). Hence, the second assignment involves M (N − 1) cases. Similar analysis can be applied for other assignments in later iterations. In summary, the total number of cases involved in assigning all channels to M SUs is M (N + . . . + 2 + 1) = MN (N + 1) /2, which is O(MN 2 ). In Algorithm 1, the increase of throughput used in the search is calculated by using (4).
In Algorithm 2, we run Algorithm 1 in the first phase then perform further overlapping channel assignments using Algorithm 2 in the second phase. Hence, we need to analyze the complexity involved in the second phase (i.e., Algorithm 2). In Algorithm 2, we increase the parameter h from 1 to M − 1 over iterations of the while loop to allow increasing number of users to share one channel. For a particular value of h, we search over the channels that have been shared by h users and over all M users. Therefore, we have NM cases to consider for each value of h each of which requires to calculate the corresponding increase of throughput using (5). Therefore, the worst case complexity of the second phase is NM(M − 1), which is O(NM 2 ). Considering the complexity of both phases, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(
, which is much lower than that of the optimal brute-force search algorithm (O(2 N M )).
VII. FURTHER EXTENSIONS AND DESIGN ISSUES A. Fair Channel Assignment
We extend the channel assignment considering max-min fairness, which maximizes the minimum throughput achieved by all secondary users. Note that max-min a popular fairness criterion that has been widely used in wireless resource allocation. Throughput performance achieved under fairness criteria such as proportional fairness will be in between those under throughput maximization and max-min fairness [36] , which, therefore, provide useful performance bounds for other fair optimization objectives. Toward this end, the max-min channel assignment problem can be stated as follows:
Intuitively, the max-min fairness criterion tends to allocate more radio resources for "weak" users to balance the throughput performance among all users. Thanks to the exact throughput analytical model developed in Section VI.A, the optimal solution of the optimization problem (26) can be found by the exhaustive search. Specifically, we can enumerate all possible channel allocations and calculate their corresponding throughput performance. Then, the optimal solution is the one that achieves the largest value in (26) . As being discussed before this exhaustive search has extremely high computational complexity. To resolve this complexity issue, we devise greedy fair non-overlapping and overlapping channel assignment algorithms, which are described in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, respectively. In Section VIII, we compare the performance of these algorithms with that of the optimal exhaustive search algorithm. These algorithms are different from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 mainly in the way we choose the user to allocate one "best" channel in each iteration. In Algorithm 3, we find the set of users who achieve a minimum throughput in each iteration. For each user in this set, we find one available channel that results in the highest increase of throughput. Then, we assign the "best" channel that achieves the maximum increase of throughput considering all throughput-minimum users. Therefore, this assignment attempts to increase the throughput of a weak user while exploiting the multiuser diversity.
In Algorithm 4, we first run Algorithm 3 to obtain non-overlapping sets of channels for all users. Then, we seek to improve the minimum throughput by performing overlapping channel assignments. In particular, we find the minimum-throughput user and an overlapping channel assignment that results in the largest increase in its throughput. The algorithm terminates when there is no such overlapping channel assignment. The search of an overlapping channel assignment in each iteration of Algorithm 4 is performed in Algorithm 5. Specifically, we sequentially search over channels which have already been allocated for a single user or shared by several users (i.e., channels in separate and common sets, respectively). Then, we update the current temporary assignment with a better one (if any) during the search. This search requires throughput calculations for which we use the analytical model developed in Subsection VI-A with the MAC protocol overhead, δ < 1 derived in V-D. It can be observed that the proposed throughput analysis is very useful since it can be used to evaluate the performance of any channel assignment solution and to perform channel assignments in greedy algorithms.
B. Throughput Analysis under Imperfect Sensing
We extend the throughput analysis considering imperfect sensing in this subsection. The same synchronized MAC protocol described in Section V.A is assumed here. In addition, the MAC protocol overhead can be calculated as presented in Section V-D where the contention window W is determined as described in Section V-C. There are two important performance measures, which are used to quantify the sensing performance, namely detection and false alarm probabilities. Let P ij d and P ij f be detection and false alarm probabilities, respectively of SU i on channel j. In particular, detection event occurs when a secondary link successfully senses a busy channel and false alarm represents the situation when a spectrum sensor returns a busy state for an idle channel (i.e., a transmission opportunity is overlooked). Also, let us define P • Scenario I: A spectrum sensor indicates that channel j is available and the nearby PU is not using channel j (i.e., correct sensing). This scenario occurs with the probability P ij f p ij .
• Scenario II: A spectrum sensor indicates that channel j is available and the nearby PU is using channel j (i.e., mis-detection). This scenario occurs with the probability P ij d p ij . In this case, potential transmission of secondary user i will collide with that of the nearby primary user. We assume that both transmissions from SU i and the nearby PU fail.
• Scenario III: A spectrum sensor indicates that channel j is not available and the nearby PU is using channel j (i.e., correct detection). This scenario occurs with the probability P ij d p ij .
• Scenario IV: A spectrum sensor indicates that channel j is not available and the nearby PU is not using channel j (i.e., false alarm). This scenario occurs with the probability P ij f p ij and the channel opportunity is overlooked. Since SUs make channel access decisions based on their sensing outcomes, the first two scenarios can result in spectrum access on channel j by SU i. Moreover, spectrum access in scenario one actually lead to successful data transmission. Let us define P • Case 1: There is at least one channel in S i available and user i actually chooses one of these available channels for its transmission. User i can achieve throughput of one in such a successful access, which occurs with the following probability
The quantity (27) represents the probability that there are k 1 actually available channels in S i (which may or may not be correctly sensed by SU i). Here, S l 1 i denotes a particular set of k 1 actually available channels whose index is l 1 . In addition, the quantity (28) describes the probability that there are k 2 available channels actually indicated by sensing (the remaining available channels are overlooked due to sensing errors) where S l 2 i denotes the l 2 -th set with k 2 available channels. For the quantity in (29) , k 3 denotes the number of channels that are not actually available but the sensing outcomes indicate they are available (i.e., due to mis-detection). Moreover, k 2 /(k 2 + k 3 ) represents the probability that SU i chooses the actually available channel for transmission given its sensing outcomes indicate k 2 +k 3 available channels. The remaining quantity in (29) describes the probability that the sensing outcomes due to SU i incorrectly indicates k 3 available channels.
• Case 2: There can be some channels in S tot i available for user i but the sensing outcomes indicate that all channels are busy. As a result, user i does not attempt to access any channel. This scenario occurs with following probability
The achievable throughput of user i is zero in this case.
• Case 3: All channels in S i are indicated as not available by sensing; there is at least one channel in S com i indicated as available by sensing, and user i chooses an actually available channel j for transmission. Suppose that channel j is shared by MS j secondary users including user i (i.e., MS j = |U j |). There are four possible groups of users i k , k = 1, . . . , MS j sharing channel j, which are described in the following -Group I: channel j is available for user i k and user i k has at least 1 channel in S i k available as indicated by sensing. -Group II: channel j is indicated as not available for user i k by sensing. -Group III: channel j is available for user i k , all channels in S i k are not available and there is another channel j ′ in S com i k available for user i k as indicated by sensing. In addition, user i k chooses channel j ′ for transmission in the contention stage. -Group IV: channel j is available for user i k , all channels in S i k are not available as indicated by sensing. In addition, user i k chooses channel j for transmission in the contention stage. Hence, user i k competes with user i for channel j. The throughput achieved by user i in this case can be written as
Here, we use the same notation as for the perfect sensing where -Θ i is the probability that all channels in S i are indicated as not available by sensing and user i chooses some available channel j in S com i as indicated by sensing for transmission. -Φ 1 (A 1 ) denotes the probability that there are A 1 users belonging to Group I described above among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 2 (A 2 ) represents the probability that there are A 2 users belonging to Group II among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 3 (A 3 ) describes the probability that there are A 3 users belonging to Group III among MS j users sharing channel j. -Φ 4 (A 4 ) denotes the probability that there are A 4 = MS j − A 1 − A 2 − A 3 remaining users belonging to Group IV scaled by 1/ (1 + A 4 ) where A 4 is the number of users excluding user i competing with user i for channel j. We now proceed to calculate these quantities. We have
. The quantity in (32) is the probability that all available channels in S i (if any) are overlooked by user i due to false alarms. Therefore, user i does not access any channels in S i . The quantity in (33) describes the probability that there are k 2 actually available channels in S com i and Ψ l 2 i denotes such a typical set with k 2 available channels. The quantity in (34) describes the probability that user i correctly detects k 3 channels out of k 2 available channels. The last quantity in (35) excluding the factor 1/(k 3 + k 4 ) denotes the probability that user i mis-detects k 4 channels among the remaining H i − k 2 busy channels in S com i . Finally, the factor 1/(k 3 + k 4 ) is the probability that user i correctly chooses one available channels in S com i for transmission out of k 3 + k 4 channels which are indicated as being available by sensing.
In (36), we consider all possible subsets of users of size A 1 that belongs to Group I (there are C A 1 MS j such subsets). Each term inside the sum represents the probability of the corresponding event whose set of A 1 users is denoted by Ω
(1) c 1 .
In (37), we capture the probability that channel j is indicated as not being available by sensing for A 2 users in group II. Possible sets of these users are denoted by Ω
For each term in (38) we consider different possible subsets of A 3 users, which are denoted by Ω
c 3 . Then, each term in (38) represents the probability that channel j is indicated as available by sensing for each user m 3 ∈ Ω 
The sensing outcomes captured in (40) and (41) are similar to those in (38) and (39). However, given three sets of A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 users, the set Ω (4) can be determined whose size is |Ω However, all users in Ω (4) choose channel j for transmission in this case. Therefore, user i wins the contention with probability 1/(1 + A 4 ) and its achievable throughput is (1 − δ)/(1 + A 4 ). Summarize all considered cases, the throughput achieved by user i is written as
And the total throughput T can be calculated by summing the throughputs of all secondary users.
C. Congestion of Control Channel
Under our design, contention on the control channel is mild if the number of channels N is relatively large compared to the number of SUs M. In particular, there is no need to employ a MAC protocol if we have N >> M since distinct sets of channels can be allocated for SUs by using Algorithm 1. In contrast, if the number of channels N is small compared to the number of SUs M then the control channel may experience congestion due to excessive control message exchanges. The congestion of the control channel in such scenarios can be alleviated if we allow RTS/CTS messages to be exchanged in parallel on several channels (i.e., multiple rendezvous [32] ). Design of such a MAC protocol in the cognitive radio setting requires extra care compared to traditional multi-channel settings since PUs must be protected.
We describe potential design of a multiple-rendezvous MAC protocol in the following using similar ideas of a multi-channel MAC protocol (McMAC) in [32] , [31] . We assume that each SU hops through all channels by following a particular hopping pattern, which corresponds to a unique seed [32] . In addition, each SU puts its seed in every packets so that neighboring SUs can learn its hopping pattern. The same cycle structure as being described in Section V.A is employed here. Suppose SU A wishes to transmit data SU B in a particular cycle. Then, SU A turns to the current channel of B and senses this channel as well as its assigned channels in S tot AB , which is the set of allocated channels for link AB. If SU A's sensing outcomes indicate that the current channel of SU B is available then SU A sends RTS/CTS messages with SU B containing a chosen available communication channel. Otherwise, SU A waits until the next cycle to perform sensing and contention again. If the handshake is successful, SU A transmits data to SU B on the chosen channel in the data phase. Upon completing data transmission, both SUs A and B return to their home hopping patterns.
It is worth noting that the throughput analysis performed in Section VI.A and Section VII.B is still valid here except that we have to derive the protocol overhead and choose an appropriate contention window under this new design. In general, collisions among SUs are less frequent under a multiplerendezvous MAC protocol since contentions can occur in parallel on different channels. As suggested by [32] , it would not be possible to design a multi-channel MAC protocol that can work efficiently in all different scenarios. Discussions on different potential designs of a multi-channel MAC protocol and their corresponding pros/cons can be found in [32] and the references therein. We would like to emphasize that the focus of this paper is on the channel assignment issue; therefore, consideration of alternative designs of a MAC protocol is beyond its scope.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present numerical results to illustrate the throughput performance of the proposed channel assignment algorithms. To obtain the results, the probabilities p i,j are randomly realized in the interval [0.7, 0.9]. We choose the length of control packets as follows: RTS including PHY header 288 bits, CTS including PHY header 240 bits, which correspond to t RTS = 48µs, t CTS = 40 µs for transmission rate of 6Mbps, which is the basic rate of 802.11a/g standards. Other parameters are chosen as follows: cycle time T cycle = 3ms; θ = 20 µs, t SIFS = 28 µs, target collision probability ǫ P = 0.03; t SEN and t SYN are assumed to be negligible so they are ignored. Note that these values of θ and t SIFS are typical (interest readers can refer to Tables I and II 
A. MAC Protocol Configuration
We first investigate interactions between MAC protocol parameters and the achievable throughput performance. In particular, we plot the average probability of the first collision, which is derived in Section V-C versus contention window in Fig. 2 when Algorithm 2 is used for channel assignment. This figure shows that the collision probability first increases then decreases with N. This can be interpreted as follows. When N is relatively small, Algorithm 2 tends to allow more overlapping channel assignments for increasing number of channels. However, more overlapping channel assignments increase the contention level because more users may want to exploit same channels, which results in larger collision probability. As N is sufficiently large, a few overlapping channel assignments is needed to achieve the maximum throughput. Therefore, collision probability decreases with N.
We now consider the impact of target collision probability ǫ P on the total network throughput, which is derived in Section VI-A. Recall that in this analysis collision probability is not taken into account, which is shown to have negligible errors in Proposition 2. Specifically, we plot the total network throughput versus ǫ P for M = 10 and different values of N in Fig. 3 . This figure shows that the total throughput slightly increases with ǫ P . However, the increase is quite marginal as ǫ P ≥ 0.03. In fact, the required contention window W given in (12) decreases with increasing ǫ P (as can be observed from Fig. 2) , which leads to decreasing MAC protocol overhead δ(W ) as confirmed by (13) and therefore the increase in the total network throughput. Moreover, the total throughput may degrade with increasing ǫ P because of the increasing number of collisions. Therefore, choosing ǫ P = 0.03 would be reasonable to balance between throughput gain due to moderate MAC protocol overhead and throughput loss due to contention collision. We will illustrate the throughput performance achieved by our proposed algorithms for this value of target collision probability in the next sub-section.
B. Comparisons of Proposed Algorithms versus Optimal Algorithms
We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithms by comparing their throughput performances with those obtained by the optimal brute-force search algorithms for small values of M and N. Numerical results are presented for both throughput-maximization and max-min fair objectives. In Figs. 7 and 8 , we compare the throughputs of the proposed and optimal algorithms for M = 2 and M = 3 under the throughput-maximization objective. These figures confirm that Algorithm 2 achieves very close to the optimal solutions for both values of M.
In Figs. 9, 10, we plot the throughputs achieved by our proposed algorithm and the optimal algorithm for M = 2 and M = 3 under the max-min fair objective. Again Algorithm 4 achieves throughput very close to the optimal throughput under this fair objective. These results are very positive given that Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 4 have much lower complexity than those of the optimal brute-force search algorithms. In addition, analytical results match simulation results very well and non-overlapping channel assignment algorithms achieve noticeably lower throughputs than those by their overlapping counterparts.
C. Throughput Performance of Proposed Algorithms
We illustrate the total throughput T versus the number of channels obtained by both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 where each point is obtained by averaging the throughput over 30 different realizations of p i,j in Fig. 4 . Throughput curves due to Algorithms 1 and 2 are indicated as "P-ware" in this figure. In addition, for the comparison purposes, we also show the throughput performance achieved by "Pblind" algorithms, which simply allocate channels to users in a round-robin manner without exploiting the heterogeneity of p i,j (i.e., multiuser diversity gain). For P-blind algorithms, we show the performance of both non-overlapping and overlapping channel assignment algorithms. Here, the overlapping P-blind algorithm allows at most five users to share one particular channel. We have observed through numerical studies that allowing more users sharing one channel cannot achieve better throughput performance because of the excessive MAC protocol overhead.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , analytical and simulation results achieved by both proposed algorithms match each other very well. This validates the accuracy of our throughput analytical model developed in Section VI-A. It also indicates that the total throughput reaches the maximum value, which is equal to M = 15 as the number of channels becomes sufficiently large for both Algorithms 1 and 2. This confirms the result stated in Proposition 1. In addition, Algorithm 2 achieves significantly larger throughput than Algorithm 1 for low or moderate values of N. This performance gain comes from the multiuser diversity gain, which arises due to the spatial dependence of white spaces. For large N (i.e., more than twice the number of users M), the negative impact of MAC protocol overhead prevents Algorithm 2 from performing overlapped channel assignments. Therefore, both Algorithms 1 and 2 achieve similar throughput performance. Fig. 4 also indicates that both proposed algorithms outperform the round-robin channel assignment counterparts. In particular, Algorithm 1 improves the total throughput significantly compared to the roundrobin algorithm under non-overlapping channel assignments. For the overlapping channel assignment schemes, we show the throughput performance of the round-robin assignment algorithms when 5 users are allowed to share one channel (denoted as 5-user sharing in the figure). Although this achieves larger throughput for the round-robin algorithm, it still performs worse compared to the proposed algorithms. Moreover, we demonstrate the throughput gain due to Algorithm 2 compared to Algorithm 1 for different values of N and M in Fig. 5 . This figure shows that performance gains up to 5% can be achieved when the number of channels is small or moderate. Also, Fig. 6 presents the throughput gain due to Algorithm 2 versus the P-blind algorithm with 5-user sharing. It can be observed that a significant throughput gain of up to 10% can be achieved for these investigated scenarios. Fig. 11 illustrates the throughput of Algorithms 3 and 4 where p ij are chosen in the range of [0.5, 0.9]. It can be observed that the overlapping channel algorithm improves the throughput performance compared to the non-overlapping counterpart in terms of the minimum throughput. Finally, we plot the throughputs achieved by Algorithms 1 and 2 under perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing for M = 5 in Fig. 12 . This figure shows that sensing errors can significantly degrade the throughput performance of SUs. In addition, the presented results validate the throughput analytical model described in Section VII.B.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have considered a channel assignment problem for cognitive radio networks with hardware-constrained secondary users in this paper. We have presented the optimal brute-force search algorithm and analyzed its complexity. To resolve the high complexity of the optimal search, we have developed two channel assignment algorithms for throughput maximization. The first algorithm performs non-overlapping channel assignment for secondary users, which was shown to achieve optimality if the number of channels is sufficiently large. In the secondary algorithm, we have allowed overlapping channel assignments and designed a MAC protocol to resolve channel access contention when different users attempt to exploit the same available channel. In addition, we have developed an analytical model to analyze the saturation throughput achieved by Algorithm 2. We have presented several potential extensions including design of max-min fair channel assignment algorithms, throughput analysis considering imperfect spectrum sensing, and alternative MAC protocol design to relieve congestion of the control channel. We have validated our results via numerical studies and demonstrated significant throughput gains of the overlapping channel assignment algorithm compared to the non-overlapping and round-robin channel assignment counterparts in different network settings. 
